MISSION BEACH RESIDENCE

Taking inspiration from the coastline’s eroded bluffs, this residence is conceived of as a mass carefully carved to form light-filled spaces for living. This process of choreographed subtraction provides a variety of outdoor terraces that frame and highlight the surrounding context, allow daylight and breezes to penetrate the home and seamlessly extend the enclosed interior spaces toward the sky and ocean.

Chris Johns served as the Project Designer and Manager for this project while working for ARCHITECTS hanna gabriel wells.

LOCAT ION
San Diego, California

C L I E N T
Mitchell & Miyo Reff

S T A T S
4,882 sf (gross)
1,176 sf (exterior decks)

H I G H L I G H T S
Architectural Record
House of the Month
San Diego Home & Garden Lifestyles, 2010 Home of the Year

C O L L A B O R A T O R S
Mike Surprenant & Associates
Jamie Lievers Landscape
RGB Group, Inc.
Evanko Cabinetry
Vincent Designs, Inc.
Larry Stanley Photography

“We are approaching one year in our home and we love it! The space works whether it is just the two of us or a crowd... Your design and color palette are very soothing to our souls.”

- Miyo Reff
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All photographs by Larry Stanley